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Abstract
Metaheuristic applications for information retrieval research are limited in spite of the importance of this problem domain.

Ranking the retrieved documents based on their importance is a vital issue for the scientific and industrial communities.

This paper proposes a novel variable neighborhood search (VNS) algorithm with adaptation based on an objective function

for the learning to rank (LTR) problem. VNS is a global optimum metaheuristic algorithm that has been engaged to evolve

the optimal solutions for heuristic problems based on exploring better neighbor solutions from the current one. The changes

from the current to the next optimal solution are made during the perturbation stage to identify the global optimal solutions.

The exploration procedure has been made through various mutation step sizes, whereas the exploitation process has been

done by checking the quality of the evolved solutions using the fitness function. This research proposes a novel version of

VNS based on four random probability distributions with gradient ascent. In addition to using the traditional random

generator with gradient ascent for modifying the mutated genes of the neighborhood candidate solution in the following

evolving iteration. This novel method in LTR is called gradient variable neighborhood (GVN). In the experiments, we

utilized Microsoft Bing search (MSLR-WEB30K), Yahoo, and TREC Million Queries Competitions in 2008 and 2007

(LETOR 4) datasets. From the findings of the results, we can deduce that the GVN method outperformed recent studies on

LTR methods.
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1 Introduction

Variable neighborhood search (VNS) is a metaheuristic

algorithm suggested in [1, 2]. This method is one of the

local search (LS) algorithms. However, it is a global

optimization algorithm method that can overcome being

stuck in local optimum solutions. This can be accomplished

by more search divergence of various neighbor solutions

with nondeterministic and variable mutation steps in the

evolving procedure.

To find an optimum solution, metaheuristic algorithms

have been used for improving the suggested solution. The

improvement is based on checking the quality of the

solution with the objective function in each iteration. This

is done until no further improvements can be achieved. The

VNS algorithm utilizes a strategy based on dynamically

shifting neighborhood boundaries. There are numerous

levels of freedom in designing variations and specific

extensions of this algorithm. An enhanced solution s’ in the

neighborhood N(s) of the current candidate solution s can

be gained at each learning iteration by irregular mutation

step sizes. This causes the evolved solutions to jump and

avoid the stuck in local optimal to globally optimal

solutions.

The reason for that is doing more exploration for search

solution space which can be achieved by these nondeter-

ministic mutation step sizes. This VNS is a modified ver-

sion of LS methods that are stuck in the local optimal

solution. In addition, several metaheuristics algorithms
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have been suggested in recent years that extend this

approach in many ways to avoid them from being stuck in

local maxima or minima solutions. Examples of these

methodologies which were investigated in previous

research studies for other research domains are: evolu-

tionary strategies [3], evolutionary programming [4],

genetic algorithms [5], and evolutionary algorithms [6].

However, VNS showed the best performance among these

approaches in other problem domains [7, 8].

Intensive experimental studies have been conducted in

previous research using metaheuristic methods for obtain-

ing optimal evolved solutions. However, limited research

studies of these categories have been developed for learn-

ing to rank (LTR) research in information retrieval (IR)

[9–11]. This study introduces a novel method for the VNS

algorithm which can accomplish enhancement in the

accuracy of ranking documents in IR. This paper used two

evaluation fitness metrics to measure the accuracy of the IR

system which are the mean average precision (MAP)

metric and the normalized discounted cumulative gain for

the top-10 WebPages retrieved (NDCG@10) metric. The

suggested approach for adapting the candidate solution, by

determining a better neighborhood solution to the current

one, has not been used before in the computational intel-

ligence problem domains. Furthermore, the VNS algorithm

has not been applied previously in the ranking problem.

The contributions of this paper are:

1. This paper proposes a novel technique called the

gradient variable neighborhood search (GVN) strategy

in IR optimization research. This is achieved by

utilizing 5 probability distributions which act as

random number generators for mutating the neighbor-

hood evolved solutions. It also combines gradient

ascent with VNS in choosing these mutation step sizes.

2. The suggested approach is used for the first time for the

LTR problem.

3. Making a comparative research study of the suggested

approach and the most recent studies in the area of

LTR. This is carried out by implementing the sug-

gested approach using large and the latest known LTR

datasets.

4. For reproducible research, the Java code for the

suggested algorithm is provided.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the

background and various information retrieval (IR) problem

domains. Section 3 presents related work in the literature

of LTR for IR research existing in previous studies. Sec-

tion 4 gives explanations of the suggested VNS approa-

ches. whereas Sect. 5 demonstrates the results derived

using Yahoo, MSLR-WEB30K, and LETOR 4 (TREC

Million Query 2008 and TREC Million Query 2007)

datasets. Section 6 concludes the paper’s results and sug-

gests future research avenues.

2 Background

This section illustrates different research problems of IR

systems in which researchers used computational intelli-

gence (CI) methods. These methods have been used to

optimize them for better IR performance. First, it intro-

duces a high-level overview of various IR system problem

domains. Then, it concentrates on the ranking problem

domain in which learning to rank applications was used in

this study.

2.1 Information retrieval research problem
domains

Figure 1 illustrates the main research problem domains

existing in IR and search engines. Artificial intelligence

(AI) techniques were applied in previous research. In this

subsection, brief definitions for these problems concen-

trating on the LTR problem. More details for other various

IR problem domains in which computational intelligence

methods were used to optimize them are existing in [12].

From Fig. 1, the main problem domains in which AI

methods were used are highlighted by dotted shapes. These

domains are document or WebPage representation, user

query representation, user profile feedback, and ranking the

retrieved documents or WebPages list for users. Typically,

every document or WebPage and user query is subjected to

lexical analysis for extracting heuristic information content

for the document or the query. These procedures are

approximate methods that may result in inaccurate repre-

sentations for them. Thus, AI techniques were used based

on relevance labels provided by user interaction with the IR

system in user query logs to optimize them. However,

some documents may not have relevance labels for using

AI methods to optimize document or query representation

on the IR document collections [13]. This issue inspires the

need of using machine learning methods for producing

learning models that can be used on unseen data. This was

the starting motivation point for learning to rank research

for optimizing IR systems through a learned ranking model

rather than optimizing query and document representation.

The learning to rank (LTR) problem is colored yellow in

Fig. 1 to indicate it to researchers in which IR component

exists. The following subsection has more explanation for

LTR in IR systems that may inspire computer researchers

to recognize this hot topic for its business value on the web.
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2.2 Learning to rank framework

The main challenge in information retrieval (IR) is ranking

the retrieved documents or WebPages that respond to the

user’s query. They are ranked in terms of their relevance or

business importance matching. Unsupervised scoring

approaches such as term frequency-inverse document fre-

quency (TF-IDF), OKAPI-BM25, and language models,

among others, were used in early information retrieval

studies. These methods were applied to evaluate the simi-

larity of the retrieved documents with the queries. The

limitation of using only one scoring function in IR systems

was the reason for poor IR performance and reliability

problems. When applying only one scoring technique in IR

systems, two problems were uncovered. These issues are

the approximation of using probabilistic, and language

models without considering the relevance feedback, and

business importance of the WebPages or documents. These

motivated the usage of several scoring methods for ranking

documents in accordance with the users’ queries. More-

over, the business value of the documents on the web and

the server hosting them, as well as other factors, should be

considered when ranking the pages in terms of their

usefulness.

Tao Qin et al. [14] outlined a new trend for developing

LETOR datasets derived from search engines and well-

known TREC conference collections. These benchmarks

contain features that represent more than one weighting

scheme as the WebPage information content. They also

included certain additional elements, such as PageRank,

which is used by Google, and the importance of the host

server, which is used by search engines. Furthermore, in

these new benchmarks, the pages in the datasets were

mapped into rated query-document pairs. As a result, the

study has moved to apply computational intelligence

applications to learn optimal ranking functions. Machine

learning and evolutionary computational algorithms have

made extensive use of learning to rank datasets in the

previous studies as in [10]. Figure 2 shows a framework for

the LTR problem domain.

Fig. 1 Main problem domains existing in IR systems and search engines modified from figure in [13]
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3 Related work

There are three main categories of LTR approaches

[15–17]. The first one is called the pointwise approach. The

second category is the pairwise approach. The third cate-

gory is the listwise approach. This classification method-

ology is based on how the evaluation procedure is

performed. It can be done by using either the objective

function or using the loss value function. For the pointwise

method, every query document is considered an item of the

learning process. Gradient boosted regression trees (GBRT

or MART) [18, 19], boosting [20], gradient boosted

regression trees (GBRT or MART) [18, 19], linear

regression (LR) [21], and random forest (RF) [22] are all

considered representative examples of the pointwise

approach.

On the other hand, the pairwise approach uses a set of two

query-document sets for the same query as the learning item

and uses a loss or objective metric function for evaluations.

Examples of the pairwise approach are RankBoost, Ran-

kNET (rank neural net) [23], and support vector machine

(SVMRank) [17]. On the contrary, the learning item in the

listwise approaches is represented as a list of query-docu-

ment sets for every query of the whole list of the search.

Examples of the algorithms of the listwise approach are

Coordinate Ascent [24], ListNET (Listwise Neural Net)

[16], AdaRank [25], and RankGPES [26, 27].

The following methods have been suggested after these

previous studies for the process of modeling user clicks

[28–30]. Recently, a new research trend in LTR is called

Online LTR. This new research trend studies the use of

implicit relevance labels to mimic the selections of the

user. Then, measure how well the online LTR method

performs. This is because the actual user click selections

may undergo several bias problems which were stated in

[28, 29].

Recently, a lot of research has contributed to proving

that learning from explicit user relevance labels performs

better than learning from the implicit relevance feedback in

online LTR. This was done using user simulation Click

models [10, 31]. From another point of view, user click

bias corrections have been studied in order to gain better

performance on ranking search engine results with an

improved link between dataset features and their relevance

feedback labels [32, 33]. For various aspects of bias cor-

rections, [33] presented two well-known LTR approaches

from the literature. These approaches are Deep Neural

Network and kMart which outperformed previous research.

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for merging

VNS with the gradient ascent procedure in the continuous

optimization research field in AI. This is accomplished

using five probability distributions acting as number gen-

erators for mutating step sizes of neighboring searches for

generating optimal solutions. Moreover, applying the VNS

algorithm for the first time in the LTR problem by the

suggested approach. Further, comparing the algorithm also

suggested with recent studies in the LTR research domain

[9, 10, 31–33]. This was accomplished by using two of the

largest and most recent available LTR datasets from search

engines and two well-established and recognized datasets

from TREC document collections.

4 The suggested method

This research suggests a novel algorithm by combining the

variable neighborhood search (VNS) with gradient ascent

(GVN) procedure. The GVN algorithm runs in the

Fig. 2 Learning to rank

architecture
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following steps summarized below. First: a list of various

neighbor offspring solutions (OffNeighbor) is evolved, and

each neighbor solution of them is then evaluated one by

one.

Let Neighbour ¼ OffNeighbour1; OffNeigh

bour2; :::;Off Neighbourn be a jth generation of offspring

neighbor ranking models specifying as the neighbor

evolved solutions to the current candidate ranking model

chromosome. The procedure in which they will be evalu-

ated for their ranking accuracy compared to the best current

solution for the current evolving iteration is called objec-

tive metric evaluation. In this fitness evaluation process,

two prominent objective measures were applied which are

mean average precision (MAP) and normalized discounted

cumulative gain at the top 10 documents retrieved

(NDCG@10). The GVN algorithm iteratively checks the

quality of the neighborhood ranking solutions specified in

each learning iteration, while the evolving iteration

threshold operator is given by 1� j�MaxGenerations.

Beginning from a given candidate solution S and while

MaxGenerations is the maximum number of evolving or

learning iterations not reached. The GVN algorithm

recommences search in the current neighbor chromosomes.

This repeatedly happens in accordance with replacing the

current candidate solution with the neighbor solution

evolved if its performance is lower than the evolved

solution. This happens in each evolving iteration until the

stopping criterion is reached. The java archive packages for

this novel GVN algorithm are provided in the following

link GVN for enabling the research to be reproducible.

Algorithm 1 demonstrated a high-level overview of the

GVN’s algorithm. This GVN approach generates the

neighbor chromosome by mutating the candidate ranking

model by one of five probability distributions to act as

random number generators. These probability distributions

are Gaussian, Cauchy, Levy, Uniform, and traditional

random number methods. This has been applied as variable

mutation step sizes. For each neighbor solution, the

mutation step size uses a collection of random numbers

from only one probability distribution for each neighbor

solution. These distributions have been applied in some

research studies for solving other optimization problems

[3, 5, 9, 34]. Figure 3 illustrates the detailed flowchart of

the GVN algorithm for more clarification.

The key terms in this flowchart in Fig. 3 are as follows:

1. i is the number of neighborhood solutions in each

evolving iteration. Each neighbor solution is produced

by mutation stepsize for its genes from one probability

distribution by equation 1. In this paper, we used 5

probability distributions. Thus,i = 5 in each evolving

iteration.

2. PDi represents the probability distribution i as a

random generator number. This paper uses Gaussian,

Cauchy, Levy, Uniform, and traditional random
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number generators as a random generators for deter-

mining mutation step size.

3. PMi is a random number that represents the probability

of mutations in neighbor solution i.

4. Cj is the best current evolved ranking model for

evolving iteration j, while Nij is its neighbor solution

produced by PDi in the same evolving iteration j.

5. fitCj and fitN ij are the fitness evaluation values for the

current solution Cj and its neighbor Nij.

Mutated Geneij ¼ Geneij þ PDi � ðfitCj � fitNijÞ ð1Þ

5 Experimental results

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the experimental

findings and compare the performance of the suggested

GVN approach with previously presented Metaheuristic

and ML techniques. The datasets used in the experiments

include training, validation, and test data segments, used

for building the models, evaluating, and measuring their

performance. To determine the most efficient ranking

model, we did the following: first, the proposed GVN LTR

method is implemented for training or improving a

Fig. 3 Gradient variable

neighborhood flowchart for

learning to rank problem
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solution. Then, the effectiveness of the evolved solution is

evaluated using new data to measure its predictive power.

5.1 Datasets and performance evaluation
measures

The experimental research presented here uses the LTR

benchmarks: MSLR-WEB30K extracted from Bing search

engine, Yahoo and LETOR 4 (MQ2007 and MQ2008)

dataset from TREC document collection [14, 35–37]. The

main features of these datasets are shown in Table 1. These

are considered the largest available learning to rank data-

sets for research such as Microsoft Bing search datasets

(MSLR-WEB30K) and Yahoo. There are many attributes

included such as low-level features like cumulative term

frequency (CTF) and cumulative inverse document fre-

quency (CIDF) of the document terms existing in each

combination of query and the corresponding document(s).

For every part of the document, the basic features were

calculated for the document title, anchor, body, and for the

rest of the page text.

Features common between the query and corresponding

document are called high-level features. These features

compute the similarity between the query and the docu-

ments. There are also some features related to language

models such as absolute discounted smoothing (LMIR.-

ABS), Jelinek-Mercer smoothing (LMIR.JM), Bayesian

smoothing using Dirichlet priors (LMIR.DIR), and click

user interaction-related features which have been demon-

strated in previous IR studies [14, 35–37] as features.

Each query has a number of documents that can be

either relevant or irrelevant, which constituted so-called

query-document sets or pairs. For each query-document set

or pair, the relevance label measures the user preference

levels for the query to that document. The values of rele-

vance labels usually range between zero and two. The

value of zero refers to irrelevant, whereas one refers to

partially relevant and two refers to completely irrelevant

between the query and the corresponding document. The

MSLR-WEB30K Benchmark, collected from the Bing

search engine, and Yahoo search dataset have relevance

labels ranging from zero (irrelevant) to four (perfectly

relevant), while LETOR 4 Benchmark have only three

levels of relevance ranging from irrelevance to totally

relevance.

This research utilizes two objective performance eval-

uation measures to evaluate the results in this paper. These

measures are mean average precision (MAP) and normal-

ized cumulative gain at the top-10 documents retrieved

(NDCG@10). Both fitness measures have been used

extensively in previous research studies such as in

[11, 32, 33, 36]. The MAP metric only determines whether

the query document retrieved is relevant. But, it does not

evaluate the levels of graded relevance for each retrieved

document. Instead of only focusing on just the top-k query-

document pairs, MAP evaluates the average precision

levels over the complete set of search list obtained results.

The graded relevance degree for each pair of the retrieved

top-k query documents is considered by the NDCG@K

metric.

In the next subsection, we provide a comprehensive

analysis of the results in this research. The analysis is

composed of two parts for both research communities’

point of views. First, from the metaheuristic researchers’

point of view and from ML researchers’ point of view.

Thus, the paper includes an evaluation of the presented

GVN capabilities as a metaheuristic method in evolving

optimal ranking models. In addition to evaluating GVN

when applied to the training and validating dataset besides

evaluating their performance for obtaining the optimal

predictive results on the unseen test data.

In this research, we compare the results obtained from

the novel proposed GVN with the recent state-of-the-art

previous research from the literature which outperformed

other available methods [10, 31]. The first method in the

comparison is (1?1)-evolutionary strategy LTR (ESRank),

which outperformed fourteen computational intelligence

methods as demonstrated in [31].

Whereas extending it by combining it with simulated

annealing (SASRank) or gradient mutation step size added

(EGSRank) have been suggested in recent studies for better

efficiency [9, 10]. Moreover, recent research suggested

correcting the bias of the user relevance feedback for better

performance on the best known kMart and deep neural

network (DNN) technique among approaches which are

provided in [32, 33]. These techniques with their variants

were provided in the comparative study with the GVN

algorithm presented in this paper.

Table 1 Characteristics of the

LTR datasets used in this work
Dataset name Queries No. of data items Features Relevance labels No. of folds

MQ2007 1692 69,623 46 {0, 1, 2} 5

MQ2008 784 15,211 46 {0, 1, 2} 5

Yahoo S1 29,921 709,877 519 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 1

MSLR-WEB30K 30,000 3,771,125 136 {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} 5
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5.2 Main findings and discussion

The purpose of this subsection is to analyze the results

obtained from the experiments and to compare the GVN

approach performance with other metaheuristic algorithms

to prove its effectiveness. The results of the evolving

procedure are obtained from applying the suggested GVN

method to the training and validation data. Whereas the

predictive results are applied to the previously unseen

Benchmark test data. Many comparative studies among

various metaheuristic techniques have been done in other

optimization problem domains. In these studies, research-

ers checked the quality of the evolved optimal or near-

optimal solutions only on the training data. In this work

experiments, rather than testing only on training, we

evaluated the proposed methods using training, validation,

and test data.

Thus, this paper includes the evolving results imple-

mented on the training and validating data. Moreover, the

results of the predictive evaluation on test data are also

presented. The results of the training, validation, and test-

ing are presented in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Then, the

paper compares the suggested method GVN performance

with the most recent and best-performing approaches from

previous studies [32, 33]. Table 8 shows the comparative

results for comparing this work with state-of-the-art

methods.

Table 2 Average of the training

performance for metaheuristic

algorithms implemented on 4

datasets with the MAP

evaluation measure

The MAP results gained by training data

Algorithms Yahoo S1 MSLR-WEB30K MQ2008 MQ2007 Winner numbers

ESRank with Gaussian 0.841 0.576 0.472 0.449 0

ESRank with Cauchy 0.833 0.493 0.445 0.432 0

ESRank with Levy 0.840 0.582 0.477 0.453 0

ESRank with Uniform 0.830 0.492 0.457 0.421 0

SASRank with Gaussian 0.833 0.581 0.481 0.456 1

SASRank with Cauchy 0.834 0.568 0.479 0.45 0

SASRank with Levy 0.828 0.578 0.449 0.452 0

SASRank with Uniform 0.838 0.593 0.476 0.453 1

EGSRank with Gaussian 0.837 0.524 0.457 0.448 0

EGSRank with Cauchy 0.830 0.526 0.47 0.449 0

EGSRank with Levy 0.827 0.522 0.456 0.435 0

EGSRank with Uniform 0.835 0.543 0.471 0.433 0

GVN 0.86 0.586 0.502 0.454 2

Bold values indicate the highest effectiveness in the corresponding fitness evaluation metric

Table 3 Average of validation

performance of metaheuristic

algorithms implemented on 4

datasets with the MAP

evaluation measure

The MAP results gained by validation data

Algorithms Yahoo S1 MSLR-WEB30K MQ2008 MQ2007 Winner numbers

ESRank with Gaussian 0.835 0.579 0.530 0.48 0

ESRank with Cauchy 0.827 0.528 0.492 0.457 0

ESRank with Levy 0.835 0.583 0.547 0.482 1

ESRank with Uniform 0.824 0.507 0.508 0.444 0

SASRank with Gaussian 0.827 0.593 0.52 0.473 1

SASRank with Cauchy 0.827 0.586 0.519 0.471 0

SASRank with Levy 0.834 0.576 0.484 0.47 0

SASRank with Uniform 0.831 0.598 0.503 0.466 0

EGSRank with Gaussian 0.832 0.546 0.522 0.479 0

EGSRank with Cauchy 0.825 0.536 0.527 0.465 0

EGSRank with Levy 0.820 0.554 0.508 0.459 0

EGSRank with Uniform 0.828 0.542 0.508 0.46 0

GVN 0.846 0.634 0.544 0.501 3

Bold values indicate the highest effectiveness in the corresponding fitness evaluation metric
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The highlighted bold results in tables from 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

and 7 show the best-evaluated values obtained on the

benchmarks. The last column of these tables contains the

number of Winner Numbers for the best performances

gained by each method. Generally, the GVN approach

performed better than the other techniques. The winner

number of best performances using GVN is 16 (8 MAP and

8 NDCG@10) out of 24 evaluation fitness values. While

the second approach that obtains the best performance is

SASRank with its mutation variations by 6 (3 MAP and 3

NDCG@10) values. The reason for the effective results

obtained by GVN is that there is more exploration by

various probability distributions used as random genera-

tors. They were included in each neighbor evolved solution

for the mutation process in GVN. Thus, GVN can jump

from a locally optimal solution to the globally optimal one.

In Table 8, a comparative results between recent

research studies in ranking problem domain with the pro-

posed GVN method [32, 33]. The techniques utilized in

this comparison are online and offline approaches. Dueling

bandit gradient descent (DBGD), multileave gradient des-

cent (MGD), and pairwise differentiable gradient descent

(PDGD) are online LTR techniques used in this compari-

son. The offline approaches used in this comparison are

two well-known techniques with their correction of bias

methods. These approaches are kMart, kMart with affine

correction (AC), kMart with mixture-based correction

(MBC), deep neural networks (DNNs), DNN with AC, and

DNN with MBC. The details of these methods are

Table 4 Average of predictive

efficiency of metaheuristic

algorithms implemented on 4

datasets using MAP evaluation

measure

The MAP results gained by test data

Algorithms Yahoo S1 MSLR-WEB30K MQ2008 MQ2007 Winner numbers

ESRank with Gaussian 0.845 0.589 0.452 0.487 1

ESRank with Cauchy 0.837 0.527 0.435 0.465 0

ESRank with Levy 0.844 0.592 0.461 0.486 0

ESRank with Uniform 0.834 0.496 0.447 0.447 0

SASRank with Gaussian 0.838 0.583 0.453 0.485 0

SASRank with Cauchy 0.837 0.595 0.463 0.476 0

SASRank with Levy 0.838 0.589 0.451 0.485 0

SASRank with Uniform 0.842 0.598 0.458 0.480 0

EGSRank with Gaussian 0.84 0.549 0.452 0.482 0

EGSRank with Cauchy 0.834 0.527 0.46 0.479 0

EGSRank with Levy 0.831 0.549 0.450 0.466 0

EGSRank with Uniform 0.836 0.533 0.462 0.462 0

GVN 0.857 0.609 0.486 0.485 3

Bold values indicate the highest effectiveness in the corresponding fitness evaluation metric

Table 5 Average of training

efficiency of metaheuristic

algorithms implemented on 4

datasets with NDCG@10

evaluation measure

The NDCG@10 results gained by training data

Algorithms Yahoo S1 MSLR-WEB30K MQ2008 MQ2007 Winner numbers

ESRank with Gaussian 0.705 0.387 0.499 0.428 0

ESRank with Cauchy 0.676 0.264 0.481 0.413 0

ESRank with Levy 0.706 0.394 0.506 0.428 0

ESRank with Uniform 0.674 0.256 0.486 0.403 0

SASRank with Gaussian 0.770 0.448 0.559 0.489 2

SASRank with Cauchy 0.755 0.472 0.548 0.488 0

SASRank with Levy 0.765 0.398 0.526 0.428 0

SASRank with Uniform 0.771 0.495 0.552 0.488 0

EGSRank with Gaussian 0.749 0.437 0.550 0.467 0

EGSRank with Cauchy 0.745 0.365 0.544 0.481 0

EGSRank with Levy 0.754 0.422 0.534 0.466 0

EGSRank with Uniform 0.744 0.353 0.544 0.479 0

GVN 0.786 0.497 0.549 0.488 2

Bold values indicate the highest effectiveness in the corresponding fitness evaluation metric
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introduced in [32, 33]. In this table, the results gained from

our technique are compared with the best NDCG@10

results gained by the researchers in previous research.

From these results, we can find that the GVN outperformed

the other techniques in three benchmarks (Yahoo, MSLR-

WEB30K, and MQ2007), while DBGD (linear model)

outperformed other approaches applied to MQ2008 dataset.

6 Conclusions and future work

To conclude, this paper presented a new variable neigh-

borhood-based method, which is merging variable neigh-

borhood with gradient ascent called (GVN). In the GVN

approach, a specific probability distribution was used for

making all mutations in the candidate solution that are

different from the mutation step size for other neighbor-

hood solutions.

In the GVN approach, more exploration of searching for

maximal solutions was accomplished using various prob-

ability distributions for mutation step size in neighborhood

solutions. A global maximum solution can be found using

this methodology without getting stuck in local maximum

solutions by requiring less exploration of the solution

space.

From the results, We can also conclude that GVN out-

performed other LTR approaches of recent and most

known LTR methods. Results here were illustrated from

Table 6 Average of validation

efficiency of metaheuristic

algorithms implemented on 4

datasets with NDCG@10

evaluation measure

The NDCG@10 results gained by validation data

Algorithms Yahoo S1 MSLR-WEB30K MQ2008 MQ2007 Winner numbers

ESRank with Gaussian 0.703 0.398 0.563 0.458 0

ESRank with Cauchy 0.672 0.279 0.541 0.437 0

ESRank with Levy 0.703 0.41 0.508 0.459 0

ESRank with Uniform 0.671 0.259 0.536 0.437 0

SASRank with Gaussian 0.763 0.489 0.583 0.508 0

SASRank with Cauchy 0.754 0.476 0.609 0.506 0

SASRank with Levy 0.763 0.437 0.565 0.461 0

SASRank with Uniform 0.766 0.473 0.601 0.520 1

EGSRank with Gaussian 0.744 0.424 0.608 0.485 0

EGSRank with Cauchy 0.742 0.363 0.610 0.504 0

EGSRank with Levy 0.75 0.414 0.604 0.49 0

EGSRank with Uniform 0.742 0.356 0.602 0.505 0

GVN 0.769 0.498 0.617 0.517 3

Bold values indicate the highest effectiveness in the corresponding fitness evaluation metric

Table 7 Average of the

predictive efficiency of

metaheuristic algorithms

implemented on 4 datasets with

NDCG@10 fitness measure

The NDCG@10 results gained by test data

Algorithms Yahoo S1 MSLR-WEB30K MQ2008 MQ2007 Winner numbers

ESRank with Gaussian 0.707 0.361 0.478 0.462 0

ESRank with Cauchy 0.679 0.263 0.467 0.440 0

ESRank with Levy 0.708 0.394 0.479 0.453 0

ESRank with Uniform 0.677 0.259 0.466 0.436 0

SASRank with Gaussian 0.773 0.426 0.522 0.526 0

SASRank with Cauchy 0.758 0.439 0.522 0.516 0

SASRank with Levy 0.765 0.392 0.515 0.469 0

SASRank with Uniform 0.774 0.461 0.53 0.519 1

EGSRank with Gaussian 0.753 0.435 0.524 0.502 0

EGSRank with Cauchy 0.748 0.368 0.516 0.514 0

EGSRank with Levy 0.758 0.398 0.508 0.490 0

EGSRank with Uniform 0.748 0.370 0.522 0.508 0

GVN 0.783 0.496 0.521 0.539 3

Bold values indicate the highest effectiveness in the corresponding fitness evaluation metric
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the point of view of metaheuristic research and ML

research. According to these results, GVN provides 16 best

fitness values (8 MAP and 8 NDCG@10) values out of 24

evaluation metric values. On the other hand, SASRank has

the second best fitness values by 6 mutation variations (3

MAP and 3 NDCG@10) values, whereas ESRank

approach is the third fitness performance by 2 (2 MAP)

values.

In this paper, we also compared the suggested approach

with recent machine learning studies. From this compar-

ison, we can conclude that GVN outperformed the other

approaches applied to the three datasets (Yahoo, MSLR-

WEB30K, and MQ2007), whereas DBGD (linear model)

outperformed other methods with MQ2008 dataset. The

future direction of research is to browse the capabilities of

other novel metaheuristic methods for achieving better

performance. In addition to exploring the field of building

explainable and interactive artificial intelligence techniques

for IR systems.
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